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Neutral beam current drive �NBCD� experiments in DIII-D using vertically shifted plasmas to move
the current drive away from the axis have clearly demonstrated robust off-axis NBCD.
Time-dependent measurements of magnetic field pitch angles by the motional Stark effect
diagnostic are used to obtain the evolution of the poloidal magnetic flux, which indicates a broad
off-axis NBCD profile with a peak at about half the plasma minor radius. In most cases, the
measured off-axis NBCD profile is consistent with calculations using an orbit-following Monte
Carlo code for the beam ion slowing down including finite-orbit effects provided there is no
large-scale magnetohydrodynamic activity such as Alfvén eigenmodes modes or sawteeth. An
alternative analysis method shows good agreement between the measured pitch angles and those
from simulations using transport-equilibrium codes. Two-dimensional image of Doppler-shifted fast
ion D� light emitted by neutralized energetic ions shows clear evidence for a hollow profile of beam
ion density, consistent with classical beam ion slowing down. The magnitude of off-axis NBCD is
sensitive to the alignment of the beam injection relative to the helical pitch of the magnetic field
lines. If the signs of toroidal magnetic field and plasma current yield the proper helicity, both
measurement and calculation indicate that the efficiency is as good as on-axis NBCD because the
increased fraction of trapped electrons reduces the electron shielding of the injected ion current, in
contrast with electron current drive schemes where the trapping of electrons degrades the efficiency.
The measured off-axis NBCD increases approximately linearly with the injection power, although
a modest amount of fast ion diffusion is needed to explain an observed difference in the NBCD
profile between the measurement and the calculation at high injection power. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3213614�

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutral beam injection �NBI� is a robust method for
heating and current drive �CD� in tokamak plasmas since it
does not depend on any resonance conditions or coupling
conditions at the plasma edge. Neutral beam CD �NBCD� is
a dominant noninductive CD from external sources in
DIII-D, as well as in many other tokamaks.1

Off-axis CD plays a crucial role in advanced tokamak

�AT� scenarios.2,3 For steady-state operation, all of the
plasma current must be driven noninductively �without a
transformer�. The leading approach to the steady-state sce-
nario utilizes the naturally hollow profile generated by the
bootstrap current.4 Since the bootstrap current profile may
not perfectly match the optimal current profile for high fu-
sion performance, a flexible, localized, and efficient source
of noninductive current is needed for control. Experimen-
tally, such high-performance discharges have been demon-
strated in DIII-D; however, the duration is usually limited by
the evolution of the current profile to an unstable state.5,6

Experimental measurements and simulations of these dis-
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charges have indicated that these discharges could be ex-
tended to near steady state if the current profile were main-
tained by replacing the remaining Ohmic current �30%–40%
of the total current� near the half radius with externally
driven current.7 The needed off-axis current can be supplied
by electron cyclotron CD or by NBCD. If NBI could provide
substantial off-axis CD by off-axis injection, the parameter
space available for AT scenario development would be
greatly increased.8

Recently, off-axis NBCD has been reported in several
tokamaks such as ASDEX-U,9,10 JT-60U,11,12 MAST,13,14 and
JET.15 ASDEX-U reported a lack of localization in off-axis
NBCD due to anomalous fast ion transport. Simulations of
the expected change in the magnetic field pitch angles during
off-axis NBI did not agree with measurements above 5 MW
of injection power. JT-60U observed a spatially localized off-
axis NBCD profile with 2 MW NBI power. The total amount
of the measured beam driven current was consistent with the
theoretical calculation but a discrepancy in the CD location
was found between the calculation and measurement. MAST
reported noninductive current generation and control by off-
axis NBCD with 3–3.5 MW NBI power in vertically dis-
placed single-null divertor plasmas. The experimentally ob-
served neutron rate and stored energy was significantly lower
than the theoretical calculation, which was explained by
anomalous fast ion diffusion correlated with n=1 fishbone
activity. JET experiments have shown that the inversion ra-
dius and sawtooth size can be controlled by off-axis NBI.15

Off-axis NBCD is planned for ITER,16 so detailed compari-
son of theoretical models with experimental measurements is
needed for accurate projection.

This paper describes experiments on DIII-D evaluating
on- and off-axis NBCD using vertically shifted small plas-
mas. These experiments have utilized DIII-D’s co- and coun-
terinjection capability and recent diagnostic upgrades to
study NB physics in great detail. In these studies, coinjection
cases were compared to balanced-injection cases, with the
noninductive current profile determined from the poloidal
flux evolution measured by motional Stark effect �MSE�
polarimetry.17 The measured on- and off-axis NBCD profiles
are then compared with the theoretical model using the orbit-
following Monte Carlo code NUBEAM.18 Particular atten-
tion has been paid to elucidating the differences in NBCD
physics between on- and off-axis NBCD to help optimize
off-axis NBCD as well as to demonstrate robust off-axis
NBCD over a wide range of NBI power, owing to its impor-
tance in AT scenarios.

In Sec. II, experimental results are presented that dem-
onstrate off-axis NBCD in DIII-D using vertically shifted
plasmas to move the CD away from the axis. Experimental
measurements from the MSE polarimetry, fast-ion D�

�FIDA� diagnostics, and neutron detector are compared with
the theoretical calculations to validate the NBCD model in
both on- and off-axis CD. In Sec. III, we discuss the impor-
tance of magnetic field direction in off-axis CD due to align-
ment of NB injection with the local magnetic field line. It is
shown that the magnetic alignment affects the guiding center
orbit of the beam ions and the NBCD efficiency. In Sec. IV,
we discuss a detailed NB power scan to show the effects of

anomalous fast ion transport on off-axis NBCD. Section V
summarizes the main conclusions.

II. DEMONSTRATION OF OFF-AXIS NBCD IN DIII-D

These NBCD experiments are done on DIII-D, typical
parameters for which are major radius R=1.7 m, minor
radius a=0.55 m, toroidal magnetic field strength
BT=−2.1 T, and plasma current Ip=+0.9 MA. Here, the
sign conventions for BT and Ip are that the positive direction
is counterclockwise looking down from above. H-mode plas-
mas are used with a single null diverted plasma shape. Figure
1 shows the plasma shape developed particularly for these
NBCD experiments. The plasma is shifted vertically down-
ward by �30 cm to move NBCD off-axis, since DIII-D NBs
�Ref. 19� are injected horizontally through the midplane ves-
sel ports. Then, beam ions are deposited mostly at ��0.5,
where � is the normalized minor radius proportional to the
square root of the toroidal flux. The beams inject 81 keV
deuterium atoms at a tangency radius of 1.15 m primarily to
the cocurrent �+� direction using up to three beam sources.
Each source injects �2.5 MW. Short countercurrent beam
pulses are added with an average power of �0.5 MW for
the MSE diagnostic, which utilizes both the co- and counter-
injected NBs for improved current profile reconstruction.
This codominated injection is compared to a fiducial bal-
anced injection to cancel out systematic sources of error in
CD analysis.

The most critical diagnostic for measuring the NBCD
radial profile is MSE polarimetry using deuterium atoms in-
jected by NBs, from which the magnetic field pitch angles at
various major radii can be determined.17 Even though the
MSE channels cover only the outer radius region when the
plasma is vertically shifted, the innermost location of MSE

+

+

MSE

(a) (b)

ρ = 0.4

FIG. 1. �Color online� Plasma shape for �a� on- and �b� off-axis NBCD. The
plasma center is shifted vertically downward to move NBCD off-axis. The
locations of MSE measurement and the vertical extent of NB �shaded band�
are shown.
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measurement ���0.35� is well inside the expected peak po-
sition of beam driven current. A number of diagnostics are
used to determine the plasma profiles required for CD analy-
sis; multipulse Thomson scattering for electron density �ne�
and temperature �Te�,

20 electron cyclotron emission �ECE�
for Te,

21 and charge exchange �CX� recombination emission
from the carbon impurity for ion temperature �Ti�, toroidal
rotation ���, and effective ion charge �Zeff�.

22

The time evolution of the main plasma parameters for a
typical discharge is illustrated in Fig. 2. The discharge starts
up with the L-mode �inside-wall limiter shape� midplane
plasma. The plasma is shifted vertically downward, and
maintained off-axis sufficiently long for CD measurements,
then jogged back to the midplane quickly �within 50 ms� to
measure the central plasma profiles inside ��0.4. An L-H
transition typically occurs just after the first vertical shift of
plasma. Electron cyclotron heating �ECH� as well as NBI
during the current plasma ramp up raises Te and slows the
resistive evolution of the current profile, delaying the onset
of sawteeth. The global behavior of the discharge is consis-
tent with the existence of off-axis CD that increases with
co-NB power. Compared with a similar discharge in which
the plasma center is kept at the midplane position throughout
the discharge, NBI while the plasma is shifted generates
off-axis NBCD that broadens the current profile, reducing
the internal inductance �i significantly and keeping the
safety factor qmin above unity. Sawteeth are absent in soft
x-ray and ECE data during the off-axis NBI, and they reap-
pear well after shifting to on-axis NBI. Systematic scans of
NBI power have shown that the internal inductance de-
creases while qmin increases as the off-axis NB power in-
creases, as expected.

A. Local NBCD measurements

In Fig. 3�a�, the time evolution of magnetic pitch angles
from the MSE polarimetry are compared at different radii
with the signals calculated by the coupled transport-
equilibrium simulation of the poloidal flux evolution. The
MSE simulation is performed by the TRANSP code23 using
the measured plasma profiles as input. The beam driven cur-
rent is calculated by the orbit-following Monte Carlo code,
NUBEAM without anomalous transport effects. The
NCLASS model is employed for calculation of bootstrap
current and the neoclassical conductivity.24 Systematic offset
errors of the calibration in the individual MSE channels are
reduced by adjusting them to agree with calculated pitch
angles, including the radial electric field �Er� effects based on
the force balance calculation, at an early time in another shot.
Good agreement is found between the measured pitch angles
and those from simulations. If the expected �off-axis� NBCD
is not included, the simulations deviate significantly from the
measured signals, as shown in Fig. 3�b�.

The local NBCD profile is obtained quantitatively from
the time evolution of poloidal magnetic flux.25 The total par-
allel current JTot��� is determined from kinetic EFIT equilib-
rium reconstruction using the magnetic pitch angles from the
MSE polarimetry and the external magnetic signals,26 where
the current profile in the edge pedestal is used as a constraint
that is deduced from a time-dependent simulation of poloidal
flux evolution using the ONETWO transport code.27 The in-
ternal loop voltage profile is obtained from a time series of
equilibrium reconstructions by taking the time derivative of
the poloidal flux, �� /�t, which provides the Ohmic current
profile JOH���=�Neo�� /�t, where �Neo is the neoclassical
conductivity from Ref. 28. The beam driven current is given
by JNB���=JTot���−JOH���−JBS���, where the bootstrap cur-
rent JBS��� is calculated by Sauter model.29 The measured
JNB��� in Fig. 4 shows a broad profile with the peak at about
half radius ���0.55�. The error bars in Fig. 4 represent the
random error from a time averaging procedure in the CD
analysis. The random error is very small in this case due to
the relatively long time interval �typically 800 ms� for aver-
aging. However some systematic errors may come from un-
certainty in Zeff and in the theoretical models for bootstrap
current and neoclassical conductivity.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Typical time trace of ELMing H-mode discharge with
on- �dashed line� and off-axis �solid line� NBCD: �a� plasma current, NB
injection and ECH power, �b� vertical location of plasma center, �c� internal
inductance �i, �d� safety factor qmin, and �e� soft x-ray signal.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of measured �solid curves� and simulated �dashed
curves� evolution of the magnetic field pitch angles: �a� including off-axis
NBCD and �b� excluding off-axis NBCD in TRANSP MSE simulation.
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Systematic uncertainties in the NBCD analysis, includ-
ing the sensitivity to the choice of EFIT basis set, can be
substantially reduced by subtracting a fiducial case.30 This
differential analysis compares two discharges with co- and
balanced NBI at similar electron density �ne� and tempera-
ture �Te�. Figure 5�a� shows the beam driven current profiles
for two such discharges. Here, higher beam power is injected
for the balanced NBI �1.5 co+1.5 counter� than the co-NBI
�2 co+0.2 counter� in order to maintain similar ne and Te

profiles �and similar ��, since the confinement for balanced
NBI is lower than that for co-NBI due to the lower E�B
flow shear.31 The measured NBCD profiles are in good
agreement with the NUBEAM calculations for both co- and
balanced NBI. It should be noted that a substantial amount of
residual beam driven current �in the codirection for ��0.8
while in the counterdirection for �	0.8� was measured for
the balanced NBI as expected, since the fast ion orbits of the
counterbeam are shifted outward compared to those of the
cobeam. As shown in Fig. 5�b�, the difference in the mea-
sured beam-driven currents is not sensitive to the systematic
errors. Even if we assume a systematic 30% error in the Zeff

profile, the difference in the current density between the co-
and balanced injection does not change significantly and
shows excellent agreement with the NUBEAM calculation.
The differential analysis also significantly reduces the sensi-
tivity to the bootstrap current model.

Figure 6 shows the beam-driven current profiles from the
measurement and from NUBEAM calculations for the on-
and off-axis beam injection cases. The on-axis NBCD profile
is measured using a similar H-mode discharge in which the
plasma center is kept at the midplane position throughout the
discharge. Figure 7�a� compares the integrated beam driven
current INB and the CD efficiency 
= ��n̄eINBR� / �PCO

− PCN��, where n̄e is the line average density, R is the major
radius, and PCO and PCN are injected NB powers for co- and
counterinjection, respectively. The measured NBCD profile

and integrated current agree well with the NUBEAM calcu-
lations for both on- and off-axis injection. Off-axis NBCD
does not lose CD efficiency by going to a larger minor ra-
dius, which is an important aspect of NBCD primarily result-
ing from the trapped electron effect. Electron trapping, which
increases with minor radius, reduces the collisionally driven
electron current that tends to cancel the ion current. There-
fore, electron shielding of off-axis NBCD is much lower than
that for on-axis NBCD, as shown in Fig. 7�b�. Trapping of
electrons helps off-axis NBCD, unlike off-axis electron cy-
clotron �EC� CD scheme, where trapping reduces the CD
efficiency.32

B. Fast ion density measurements

Dedicated shots for neutron and FIDA diagnostics33,34

were made to study fast ion transport in off-axis NBI. Beam-
blip techniques were used to measure prompt and delayed
loss of fast ions.35 Figure 8 shows the time behavior of the
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neutron rate for a 10 ms beam pulse during the off-axis in-
jection phase. The neutron emission rises almost linearly dur-
ing the beam pulse, then decays approximately exponentially
after the pulse. The rise depends on the number of confined
beam ions injected and the decay depends on the thermali-
zation time for beam ions. The neutron data show that the
beam ions are confined as expected for the off-axis injection.
Figure 9 plots the experimental decay time for the on- and
off-axis injection compared with the theoretical decay time
calculated by the TRANSP/NUBEAM code. Both on- and
off-axis decay times are consistent with the theory; the
shorter decay time for off-axis deposition is due to the lower
electron temperature.

The FIDA diagnostics use the Doppler-shifted D� light
from CX neutrals.33,34 Multiple vertical viewing spectrom-
eters measure the emission spectra at various radii that pro-
vide a radial profile of beam ion density and energy
distribution.33 The FIDA camera uses a narrowband interfer-
ence filter on images at the plasma cross section that pro-
vides a two-dimensional �2D� spatial structure of the FIDA
emission.34 Beam modulation patterns are optimized for each
FIDA diagnostic �see Ref. 34 for details�. Figure 10 com-
pares the 2D spatial structure of the FIDA emission for on-
and off-axis injection, showing excellent agreement with the
simulated signals, which are obtained by a FIDA modeling
code33 that calculates the theoretical number of photons ob-
served by each pixel based on the calculated radial profile of
beam ion density and energy distribution from the TRANSP/
NUBEAM code. The FIDA images show a clear difference
between the on- and off-axis injections, which are consistent
with classical beam ion slowing down.

III. EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD ALIGNMENT
ON OFF-AXIS NBCD

Alignment of the direction of beam injection with the
local magnetic field helicity is important to the physics of
NBCD. Recent theoretical work indicates that the off-axis
NBCD is sensitive to the direction of toroidal magnetic field
BT, since it changes the alignment markedly in off-axis NBI
configurations.36 Figure 11 plots the velocity pitch angle of
beam ions ��=v� / �v�� at their ionization location along the
centerline of beamlets, where v� is the projection of the beam
ion velocity v onto the magnetic field line. If the direction of
BT is reversed, the pitch angle for the off-axis injection is
altered significantly, while there is no appreciable change for
the on-axis injection. Due to the radial component of the
local poloidal magnetic field �BR� at the birth location of
beam ions for the off-axis injection, reversing the BT direc-
tion makes a significant difference in the alignment as illus-
trated in Fig. 12�a�. Note that the alignment of on-axis injec-
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tion is related only to the toroidal field, since the poloidal
magnetic field is small in the central region where the most
beam ions are deposited. Even in the outer radius region of
beam deposition for the on-axis injection, the vertical com-
ponent �Bz� of poloidal field, which does not contribute to the
alignment, is dominant over BR �Fig. 12�b��. Accordingly, a
favorable BT direction must exist for off-axis NBCD.

The magnetic field alignment effect was tested by re-
versing the sign of BT for the downshifted plasma, or equiva-
lently by shifting the plasma upward or downward with the
same BT direction. Figure 13 compares the measured NBCD
profiles among the −BT/downshifted �favorable alignment�,
+BT/downshifted �unfavorable�, and +BT/upshifted �favor-
able� configurations. The injected beam power is 5.6 MW

for all cases. The NBCD profile in the unfavorable align-
ment configuration has a broader NBCD profile with a
significantly reduced beam driven current. The measured
difference in the NBCD profile is in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction. The ratio of integrated current
INB �unfavorable�/INB �favorable� is about 60%–65% in both
measurement and theory.

Figure 14 displays the guiding center orbits of beam ions
born at the same radial location �=0.7 but in the opposite BT

direction for the downshifted plasma. The beam ion in the
−BT direction stays in a passing orbit during its slowing
down, resulting in a well-localized CD. The guiding center
orbit of beam ion in +BT direction; however, is a fat banana
orbit with a wide width of ��b�0.3 due to the mirror trap-
ping in the toroidal geometry. The calculated difference in
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the trapping fraction of fast ions between −BT and +BT is
�10% at �=0.5 �Fig. 15�. This magnetic trapping affects the
off-axis NBCD in two ways: First, a beam ion traveling in
the direction opposite to the plasma current during part of its
trapped orbit tends to cancel the fast ion current. The fast ion
distribution function for +BT reveals a higher population in
the countercurrent direction �pitch angle �0�. Second, the fat
banana orbits place the beam ions near the axis where the
electron shielding is higher, as shown in the calculated radial
profile of beam ion density �Fig. 16�. This difference be-
tween +BT and −BT was observed in FIDA measurements
and inferred from neutron signals.37 It should be noted that
good off-axis NBCD does not necessarily mean good fast ion
confinement or shifting the guiding center orbit inward.

IV. EFFECTS OF ANOMALOUS FAST ION TRANSPORT
ON OFF-AXIS NBCD

Anomalous fast ion transport tends to degrade the effi-
ciency of off-axis NBCD and its localization. It was shown
in Secs. II and III that the measured off-axis NBCD profiles
are in excellent agreement with the classical beam ion slow-
ing down model at the injection power PNB=5.6 MW. This
section describes a detailed NB power scan compared with
the theoretical model to investigate effects of anomalous fast
ion transport on off-axis NBCD. The theoretical calculation
employs an ad hoc diffusion model with a spatially uniform
coefficient Db.

The measured integrated off-axis NBCD increases ap-
proximately linearly with the injection power in both favor-
able and unfavorable magnetic alignment configurations, as
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FIG. 12. �Color� Alignment of beam injection with local magnetic field
helicity. �a� For off-axis injection, the magnetic configuration is well aligned
�red, purple� or poorly aligned �green�, depending on the sign of BT and the
vertical direction of shift. �b� For off-axis injection, the alignment does not
depend on the sign of BT.
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shown in Fig. 17. For the highest injected power case, how-
ever, the measured NBCD deviates from the theoretical cal-
culation with Db=0 �Fig. 18�. The integrated beam-driven
current INB is smaller than the calculated value by �20% at
PNB=7.2 MW. Detailed comparisons of these measurements
with the theoretical calculation suggests that a modest
amount of anomalous fast ion transport at high injection
power can explain the reduction of INB relative to the classi-
cal prediction. Figure 19 compares the measured NBCD pro-
file with the theoretical calculations with assumed Db up to
0.5 m2 /s. Fast ion diffusion places particles near the axis,
resulting in more diffused and inward shifted NBCD profile.
The measured NBCD profile fits best with the theoretical
calculation with Db=0 and 0.3 m2 /s at PNB=5.6 MW and
7.2 MW, respectively.

The radial profile of radiance from the vertical FIDA
spectrometers as well as the neutron rate deviate from the

simulation with Db=0 for PNB=7.2 MW but is in good
agreement for the lower power cases.37,38 Additional infor-
mation on the fast ion profile in the NB power scan is ob-
tained from equilibrium reconstructions, since the fast ion
pressure contributes to the Shafranov shift that is easily mea-
sured by the MSE polarimetry. The thermal pressure pth from
the ne, Te, Ti, and carbon density measurements is subtracted
from the total plasma pressure ptot from MSE equilibrium
reconstruction to obtain the fast ion pressure profile pf.

39 The
measured pf is smaller than the theoretical calculation with
Db=0 at the highest NB power �Fig. 20�, indicating that
deviation of the measured INB from the classical model for
this case is correlated with fast ion loss by additional anoma-
lous transport that increases with the injection power. As for
the NBCD profile, the fast ion profile from MSE equilibrium
reconstruction fits best with the theoretical calculation with
Db=0 and 0.3 m2 /s at PNB=5.6 MW and 7.2 MW, respec-
tively �Fig. 21�.

Figure 22�a� shows the NBCD efficiency as a function of
PNB. The CD efficiency depends on the plasma parameters
�Fig. 22�b��. The measured CD efficiency increases with PNB
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primarily due to longer slowing down time for higher elec-
tron temperature. The increased Zeff at higher PNB reduces
the electron cancellation current, resulting in additional in-
creases in the CD efficiency. Off-axis NBCD is robust over a
wide range of injection power even though a modest
anomaly was observed at high NB power.

V. SUMMARY

Robust off-axis NBCD was found in DIII-D experiments
using vertically shifted small plasmas. Clear evidence for
off-axis NBCD was observed in the global behavior of dis-
charges including a decrease in the internal inductance and a
delay in the start time of sawteeth that results from the
broader current profile compared with on-axis injection.
Simulations of the MSE polarimetry signals during the cur-
rent profile evolution are consistent with the measured MSE
signals only when the predicted off-axis NBCD is included.
The measured on- and off-axis NBCD radial profiles de-
duced from Ohm’s law and the poloidal magnetic flux evo-
lution constrained by the magnetic field pitch angles from the

MSE polarimetry agree well with the theoretical calculations
using the orbit-following Monte Carlo code. Short beam
pulses show fast ions are confined as expected for on- and
off-axis injections. The 2D FIDA image shows a clear off-
axis beam ion profile consistent with theory.

These experiments elucidate inherent differences be-
tween on- and off-axis NBCD. Experiments confirmed the
prediction that off-axis NBCD efficiency is sensitive to the
BT direction due to alignment of the NBI with the local pitch
of the magnetic field lines. If the sign of BT yields the proper
helicity, both measurement and calculation indicate that off-
axis NBCD does not lose CD efficiency by being applied at
a larger radius because the increased fraction of trapped elec-
trons reduces the electron shielding of the injected ion cur-
rent. The NB power scan indicates that the measured off-axis
NBCD increases approximately linearly with NB power; at
the highest NB power �7.2 MW�, a small amount of anoma-
lous diffusion ��0.3 m2 /s� needs to be introduced to bring
observations and predictions into agreement. No obvious
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evidence was observed that off-axis NBCD is more prone to
anomalous fast ion transport than on-axis NBCD.

These experiments and modeling support the future
modification of two existing DIII-D NB lines to provide off-
axis NBCD as far out as half the plasma radius by vertically
steering the beams downward. This system will strongly sup-
port scenario development for ITER and future tokamak re-
actors by allowing additional current profile control, and will
provide a flexible scientific tool for understanding transport,
energetic particles, heating, and CD physics.
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